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Computer  simulation  is  ﬁnding  a role  in  an increasing  number  of  scientiﬁc  disciplines,  concomitant  with
the rise in  available  computing  power.  Marshalling  this  power  facilitates  new,  more  effective  and  different
research  than  has been  hitherto  possible.  Realizing  this  inevitably  requires  access  to  computational  power
beyond  the  desktop,  making  use  of clusters,  supercomputers,  data  repositories,  networks  and  distributed
aggregations  of  these  resources.  The  use  of  diverse  e-infrastructure  brings  with  it the  ability  to  perform
distributed  multiscale  simulations.  Accessing  one  such  resource  entails  a  number  of usability  and  security-infrastructure
igh performance computing
pplication virtualization
sability
problems;  when  multiple  geographically  distributed  resources  are  involved,  the difﬁculty  is  compounded.
In this  paper  we present  a solution,  the  Application  Hosting  Environment,3 which  provides  a Software  as a
Service  layer  on top  of  distributed  e-infrastructure  resources.  We  describe  the  performance  and  usability
enhancements  present  in  AHE version  3, and  show  how  these  have  led  to  a high  performance,  easy  to
use  gateway  for  computational  scientists  working  in  diverse  application  domains,  from  computational
ateriphysics  and  chemistry,  m
. Introduction
Today’s computational scientists face a growing number of chal-
enges which affect their ability to fully exploit the computational
esources, made available to them via so called e-infrastructures
such as PRACE, EGI or EUDAT in Europe, or XSEDE in the USA).
irstly, they have an unprecedented amount of computational
ower available to them, which will continue to grow inexorably in
he future, presenting many opportunities as well as challenges to
n increasing number of scientiﬁc disciplines that rely on computer
ased modelling and simulation.
Secondly, the architectures of these large scale high perfor-
ance computing (HPC) machines point to a growing trend of
omputers comprised of hybrids of scalar and vector processors
1,2]. This requires application scientists to ensure their code is
ptimized to take full advantage of the hybrid architecture of a
peciﬁc machine. Grid computing [3,4] has sought to simplify end
ser access to and use of HPC resources, but the middleware tools
eveloped to realize the computational grid concept have seldom
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provided the transparency and ease of use envisaged [5]. The
challenges described above are compounded when one attempts
to invoke multiple resources, in order to achieve more than just
the sum of their individual parts [6].
Alongside grid computing we have witnessed the development
of cloud computing. Cloud computing represents a fast growing
business model that seeks to commoditize computational infra-
structure, and provide access to various distributed resources such
as CPU, memory and storage (known as infrastructure services)
and applications (software as services). It is a rapidly growing area
due to major strategic investments from global software companies
such as Microsoft, Amazon, Google and IBM. Cloud storage today is
growing in popularity, particularly due to its shared data at low cost
capabilities. Nonetheless, there are many security and legal issues
in cloud computing that are yet to be resolved.
The Application Hosting Environment [7,8] is a middleware
layer designed to simplify the user’s ability to exploit computa-
tional resources beyond the desktop, greatly facilitating the use of
e-infrastructure. It has been deployed in support of a diverse set
of projects, including HIV-1 protease modelling [9], immune sys-
tem simulation [6], and large scale materials modelling [10]. AHE
seeks to converge the Software as a Service model of cloud com-
puting with high performance grid computing. In this paper we will
discuss the concepts behind AHE, and describe in detail the latest
version of the Application Hosting Environment, AHE 3.0, which has
been reimplemented using RESTful services [11] rather than WSRF
services [12]. We will demonstrate how the work we  have done to
redesign AHE 3.0 has led to a signiﬁcant increase in performance
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ompared to AHE 2.0 [8], and we show how this new version of
HE is beneﬁting various ongoing research projects.
. Service oriented computational science
Virtualization is a broad term used in computer science to
escribe the abstraction of resources. Application virtualization
escribes a range of technologies designed to separate an appli-
ation from the operating system that it runs on. In many cases
his is achieved by introducing compatibility layers around under-
ying operating system features and libraries, for example the WINE
ystem used to run Windows applications on UNIX systems [13].
The key aim of virtualization is to abstract away all the details
f an underlying hardware or software system from the concern of
he user. The beneﬁts are manifold: developers can code to a single
irtualized interface or system rather than for a speciﬁc hardware
mplementation; multiple virtual instances of a system can often
e run side by side on a single physical system (in machine virtu-
lization for example); and physical resources can be protected.
The growth of virtualization technologies, along with service
riented architectures (SOA), has also driven the development of
loud computing. The use of virtualized interfaces and systems
eans that the speciﬁc details of a cloud’s architecture are hidden
rom consumers of the cloud resources. Several cloud computing
odels exist; the Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) cloud paradigm
ypically takes the form of virtualized servers running on hardware
latforms managed by the cloud hosting company, where each user
s given access to one or more virtual servers, solely under their con-
rol. This also provides a degree of elasticity, as the number of virtual
achines in a cloud environment can be greater than the number
f physical servers available to the hosting entities. The Software
s a Service (SaaS) cloud paradigm delivers access to applications
entrally hosted on a cloud platform, typically via a web browser.
While virtualization technologies certainly reduce the com-
lexity of using a system, and especially when working across
ultiple heterogeneous computing environments, they are not
idely deployed in high performance computing scenarios. As its
ame suggest, HPC seeks to obtain maximum performance from
omputing platforms. Extra software layers impact detrimentally
n performance, meaning that in HPC scenarios users typically run
he applications as close to the ‘bare metal’ as possible. In addition
o the performance degradation introduced by virtualization tech-
ologies, choosing what details to abstract in a virtualized interface
s itself very important. Grid and cloud computing support different
nteraction models. In grid computing, the user interacts with an
ndividual resource (or sometimes a broker) in order to launch jobs
nto a queuing system. In cloud computing, users interact with a vir-
ual server, in effect putting them in control of their own  complete
perating system. Both of these interaction models put the onus on
he user to understand very speciﬁc details of the system that they
re dealing with, making life difﬁcult for the end user, typically a
cientist who wants to progress his or her scientiﬁc investigations
ithout any speciﬁc usability hurdles obstructing the pathway.
To address these problems, we have developed a software
ayer designed to implement the Software as a Service cloud
aradigm for scientiﬁc applications that rely on high performance
omputing, mediated by the Application Interaction Model which
e describe in Section 3, derived from the user requirements also
iscussed in Section 3. This model is based on the insight that many
-infrastructures impose a steep learning curve on the majority
f end users, who do not possess the technical expertise for the
ost part to compile, optimize, install, debug and ﬁnally launchheir applications; they simply want to run their applications,
btain results and focus on their scientiﬁc endeavours. While an
pplication may  consist of a single execution of a computational
ode, it could also consist of a complex set of operations involvingtional Science 5 (2014) 51–62
multiple codes, connected as a workﬂow; AHE enables all kinds of
applications to be treated as simple “atomic” units, helping realize
the original vision of a grid as “distributed computing performed
transparently across multiple administrative domains” [14].
3. User requirements
For supercomputer class applications, the user generally has to
install his/her own  application, if that application is not one of
the few community codes pre-installed on the machine; it is not
possible simply to stage an executable to the target resource as
it requires too much bespoke tailoring to the particular hardware
setup of the resource. Generally a group of researchers will want
to use the same application on a resource. However, many users
will not know where a particular application is installed on a tar-
get system, nor will they necessarily know the best way  to run the
application on a particular system. Often, with supercomputer class
systems, applications have to be run in speciﬁc ways to achieve the
best performance. The community’s expert users must spend time
educating other users on the vagaries of different queuing systems
and machines. Typically, the end user will need to stage data to the
supercomputer before he/she is able to execute her application.
Therefore, the supercomputer must provide accessible interfaces
over which data can be staged. In order to launch an application,
the users have to prepare a description of the job that they want
to run, which is submitted to the queue management system on
their target resource, in a format that the queue management sys-
tem understands and which is potentially incompatible with other
instances of the same queue management system running on other
resources. Once the job has been submitted, users monitor the
progress of their jobs through the queuing system, using interfaces
provided by the resources.
Distributed applications can consist of multiple computational
codes launched on multiple resources, connected together as work-
ﬂows of operations, as well as single codes launched on single
resources. Applications can get their data from multiple sources,
such as online data repositories and databases, and store their
output data in similar resources. Typically, users will be given allo-
cations of time on individual grid resources, or the e-infrastructure
as a whole, through awards made to their project’s principal investi-
gator. These allocations will have a notional associated cost, the cost
per CPU hour, derived by the resource operator from their running
costs and a projected resource utilization. Such allocation models
inhibit the most creative use of and ways of exploiting distributed
e-infrastructure.
The scientiﬁc end user’s primary concern is running their appli-
cation in a timely fashion, in order to obtain results that further
their scientiﬁc objectives. All the services and facilities provided by
a grid should be subservient to this end. Typically, the user does not
even care which machine on the grid their application is run on, as
long as results are delivered within a time frame that makes them
useful, whether that is the time to publish a scientiﬁc paper, or the
time to conduct a potentially life-saving medical simulation [15].
A further problem faced by end-users and administrators of
computational e-infrastructures arises in connection with the
usability of the security mechanisms usually deployed in these
environments, in particular identity management. Many of the
existing computational grid environments use Public Key Infra-
structure (PKI) and X.509 digital certiﬁcates as a cornerstone for
their security architecture. However, it is well documented that
security solutions based on PKI lack user friendliness for both
administrators and end-users, which is essential for the uptake
of any grid security solution [16,17]. The problems stem from
the process of acquiring X.509 digital certiﬁcates, which can be
a lengthy one, and generating proxy certiﬁcates to get access to
remote resources as part of the authentication process [17]. As a
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Fig. 1. The Application Interaction Model underpinning AHE. The application
instance is the central entity representing each instance of an application that a userS.J. Zasada et al. / Journal of Co
esult, many users engage in practices which weaken the security
f the environment, such as the sharing of the private key of a single
ersonal certiﬁcate, to get on with their tasks.
From many years of working with high-end computing appli-
ations, we have been able to derive a set of requirements for a
ystem designed to make the use of distributed and HPC applica-
ions transparent to the end user. Current e-infrastructures focus
n submitting jobs to batch schedulers on computational resources,
eaning the user has to interact at both job and resource lev-
ls. Since users’ predominant interest is running their application
ithin a useful time frame, the ﬁrst requirement of our usability
odel is that it should promote applications as a ﬁrst class resource
oncept. All user interactions should be with the application, rather
han the machine, scheduler and job.
Current e-infrastructure job submission mechanisms put the
nus on the user to manage and curate their application’s out-
ut data. Our model preserves the full state of each instance of
n application, including all parameters and data used to launch
he application, and all simulation output. This assists with trac-
ng the provenance of simulation results, and is key to simulation
eproducibility. Current grid middleware tools require the user to
erform a number of steps in order to launch their code. Our model
educes the number of steps required to the minimum number
ossible in order to successfully run an application.
Current systems require the user to generate complicated job
escription documents in order to submit their application. Our
odel allows the user to launch their application using the simplest
et of requirements possible, and takes care of generating what-
ver job descriptions the middleware on the underlying resource
equires [17]. Users of supercomputer class resources may  have
ccess to a number of such resources via different computational
rids, running different grid middleware stacks, requiring them
o learn how to use different middleware tools to submit their
obs [18]. Our model presents a uniform interface to users to
ccess resources running different middleware stacks, allowing
hem to transparently access not only single grids but also federated
esources from multiple grids.
.1. The Application Interaction Model
Based on our user needs analysis we have derived the Appli-
ation Interaction Model, designed to allow users to easily control
irtualized applications running on remote e-infrastructures. Tra-
itionally, HPC focuses on the concept of ‘jobs’ to describe distinct
orkloads submitted to a batch queue. We  purposefully focus on
he concept of applications. An application is a higher level con-
ept than a job; although an application could be realized by a
ingle HPC job, it could equally correspond to a coupled simula-
ion, where two codes (launched as two HPC jobs) pass parameters
etween themselves, or a steered application which requires steer-
ng Web  services to be initialized before the code is launched, or a
orkﬂow of arbitrary complexity. However the application is com-
osed the user should still interact with a single entity to control
he execution of all components of the application.
We  deﬁne the Application Interaction Model as follows:
(i) The virtualized application is the central entity in the Applica-
tion Interaction Model.
(ii) An application does not necessarily correspond to a sin-
gle computational code – it could be composed of multiple
computational codes linked together in a workﬂow, or a
computational code and associated steering Web  services.
However, it is presented to the user as a single application.
iii) The application encapsulates all of the details of how to launch
it, such as where the binaries that constitute the application
are located, how to interact with individual resources and solaunches. All user interaction is mediated via the application instance, which sup-
ports operations to launch, monitor and terminate the application, and to manage
data sharing.
on. These details are shielded from the user, who does not need
to know anything about the underlying details.
(iv) Each instance of an application is controlled by a separate
application instance, through which it is controlled. The appli-
cation instance encapsulates all of the state associated with
that run of the application, such as the input and output data,
the application parameters and so on.
(v) All user interaction occurs through the virtualized application
instance, which causes the computational code(s) that consti-
tute the application to be launched on back-end computational
resources.
(vi) Operations on the application instance allow the user to stage
data associated with the application to the resource where it is
needed, launch, monitor and terminate the application. These
operations have an effect on the codes running on remote grid
resources.
A schematic representation of this interaction model is shown in
Fig. 1. The principal motivation behind this approach is to simplify
the use of e-infrastructures, by introducing an abstraction layer
between the users and the high end computing resources avail-
able to them which hides the complexity of the latter, providing an
abstract interface to scientiﬁc applications deployed on a grid. This
abstraction layer takes care of the process of launching the appli-
cation on one or more HPC resources, and reduces the interaction
with an application to those operations most relevant to the user.
The Application Interaction Model implies that the task of
deploying and conﬁguring an application is taken care of by a sys-
tem administrator, or a community’s ‘expert user’. This draws a
parallel with many different communities that use applications
on high performance computing resources, such as the UK Col-
laborative Computational Projects (CCPs) [19], where a group of
programmers develop a code, which they then distribute to an
end user community. Once the expert user has conﬁgured AHE
to share an application, end users can invoke clients installed on
their workstation, tablet or mobile phone to launch and moni-
tor the application across a variety of geographically distributed
computational resources.4. The Application Hosting Environment
The Application Hosting Environment (AHE) is our implemen-
tation of the Application Interaction Model. AHE is based on two
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ey concepts to promote usability: application virtualization and
ommunity application sharing. Application virtualization allows
evelopers to code against a single virtualized interface instead of
he speciﬁc underlying software or hardware system, and it also
llows multiple virtualized instances to be run side by side on a sin-
le physical system. The concept of an application in AHE does not
ecessarily imply a single computational code executed on a single
PC resource. A virtualized application in AHE can be comprised
f more complex workﬂows, such as coupled simulations where
ultiple applications are required to pass data to each other, for
xample coupled quantum and molecular level simulations, made
p of separate codes that exchange data via ﬁles [20].
AHE is built around the idea of a community model. In this
aradigm, an expert user is required to set up and conﬁgure AHE
ith details of a scientiﬁc application, the distributed (grid) infra-
tructure it is deployed on and then uses AHE’s RESTful interface
o share this scientiﬁc application transparently with a group of
nd users. The resources that a particular application is deployed
nto are chosen based on the characteristics and requirements of
he application. An end user can then launch and monitor applica-
ions through the AHE desktop GUI client, web client or command
ine client (described in Section 4.2), and any combination of these
lients can be used simultaneously. AHE has gone through several
oftware releases, principally AHE 1.0 [7] and AHE 2.0 [8]. AHE 3.0,
hich we describe in this paper, adds many signiﬁcant new features
o those found in AHE 2.0, with an unremitting focus on usability
nd reliability.
.1. The architecture of AHE 3.0
AHE 3.0 is a complete re-implementation of AHE 2.0 in Java
AHE 2.0 and earlier versions were implemented in Perl). AHE 3.0
ntroduces a new workﬂow engine based on JBPM [21] allowing
omplex workﬂows to be created and integrated into AHE, and
ccessed by users as single applications. AHE 3.0 also incorpo-
ates an object relational mapping framework using Hibernate [22],
hich simpliﬁes installation and development of AHE by decou-
ling AHE from the database used to maintain state. A RESTful
eb service interface based on the Restlet [23] library furnishes
 simple and concise HTTP based interface for clients to access AHE
ervices, compared to the WSRF [12] based services used in AHE
.0.
AHE 3.0 is a departure from AHE 2.0 and earlier releases, hav-
ng undergone a complete redesign. AHE 3.0 comprises a number
f modules which implement the core functionality. AHE runtime
ontrols the start-up and shut-down of the AHE application life
ycle; AHE engine implements the core functionalities including
he workﬂow engine as well as facilitating interactions between
he different components; AHE connector module implements the
unctionality required to connect to different types of middleware;
HE security module handles the security component as well as
ser management of AHE application and grid middleware; AHE
nterface module provides a RESTful Web  service interface as well
s command line access to AHE; the ﬁle module provides mecha-
isms to transfer ﬁles between different storage resources using
ridFTP. A schematic showing the interaction of these different
omponents is presented in Fig. 2.
RESTful Web  service provides a simple abstraction of AHE’s
unctionalities to the user by exposing AHE components as
esources, each of which is identiﬁed by a global identiﬁer (URI).
his provides a clean and simple mechanism for end users to access
HE, making client tooling less complicated; it also means that AHE
.0 can either be deployed via a servlet container such as Tomcat, or
s a standalone server. A detailed discussion of the AHE 3.0 server
omponents is presented below.tional Science 5 (2014) 51–62
4.1.1. AHE runtime module
The AHE runtime module is responsible for starting up and shut-
ting down the server in the standalone mode. It also initializes all
the components and user conﬁgurations as well as the basic reg-
istry information relating to users. In standalone mode, AHE uses an
embedded Jetty Server to provide web server functionality, includ-
ing HTTPS with mutual user certiﬁcate authentication. In this mode,
AHE 3.0 can be started from an executable ﬁle. AHE can also be
deployed as a Java servlet into a servlet compliant server such as
Apache Tomcat [24]. AHE can be deployed with an embedded H2
database [22] or use an external database through the Hibernate
framework. More details about the deployment are discussed in
Section 6.
4.1.2. AHE engine module
The AHE engine module encapsulates the functionality through
which AHE 3.0 virtualizes access to scientiﬁc applications. It pro-
vides methods to create an Application Instance object, used to
represent an instance of a virtualized application. In addition, meth-
ods are provided to run and maintain the execution workﬂow for
each virtualized application instance. The workﬂow describes how
the data and computational code(s) associated with this applica-
tion instance are processed, including details such as the back-end
connector (cf. Section 4.1.3) and security mechanism to use.
The AHE engine module also allows higher level workﬂows to
be implemented. These workﬂows can control multiple applica-
tion instances to create parameter sweep applications or complex
chained application scenarios, in which data created by an applica-
tion is used as the input for a second one and so on.
4.1.3. AHE connector module
The connector modules provide a set of classes that invoke
external Java libraries which allow AHE to act as a client to dis-
tributed resource managers (DRMs) such as Globus GRAM. The
connector module provides a generic Java interface (using the
adapter pattern) which adapters for different DRMs have to imple-
ment. This Java interface is used by AHE 3.0 to access external
computational resources, providing a loosely-coupled relationship
between AHE and external client libraries. Connectors currently
exist to allow AHE 3.0 to run applications via Globus 5.0 [25],
Unicore 6 [26] and QCG OGSA-BES [27]. Each connector implemen-
tation translates the AHE’s internal application state model into
speciﬁc directives to the relevant DRM, such as the number of cores
to use. The extensible interface framework means that interfaces to
other DRM systems can easily be added as necessary. Each connec-
tor module is responsible for trapping errors from the underlying
DRM and mapping it to an AHE error state, which is presented to
the user.
4.1.4. AHE interface module
This module contains library code used to interface with AHE
3.0. This includes a bridge between the RESTful Web  service inter-
face (cf. Section 4.1.7) and the AHE runtime module (cf. Section
4.1.1). The AHE REST Web  services exposes the main AHE function-
alities and components as resources which can be controlled by
performing operations on those resources.
4.1.5. AHE security module
The AHE security module provides a number of important
functions, including user management, authorization and authen-
tication control, platform credential management and integration
with Audited Credential Delegation [28] (see Section 5). AHE pro-
vides a mechanism to delegate security control to ACD; these
security functions include user authentication and management
as well as virtual organization support and proxy generation for
any speciﬁed virtual organization. In ACD mode, AHE contacts ACD
S.J. Zasada et al. / Journal of Computational Science 5 (2014) 51–62 55
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sing RESTful Web  service calls to authenticate users as well as to
equest the generation of proxy credentials on a per user basis. AHE
tself is also able to authenticate users via SSL certiﬁcates or the
ore standard username/password credential combination. The
ecurity module is able to perform command level authorization,
s well as platform credential management such as maintaining
rivate key and certiﬁcate information for a user which may  be
equired for him/her to be granted access to particular compu-
ational resources and data. Additionally, the security module is
ble to request updated proxies from a MyProxy server when a
ertiﬁcate is about to expire.
.1.6. AHE transfer module
In AHE, input data is transferred directly from a location
peciﬁed by the user to the computational resources where an
pplication is to be run. Once a job is completed, the AHE server
akes care of staging any output data back to the user speciﬁed
ocation. The AHE Transfer module provides a mechanism to set up
he security credential used to authenticate transfers and then ini-
iate transfers between two different storage components through
he AHE Java ﬁle transfer interface. Different transfer mechanisms
ave been implemented using this Java interface. Currently, ﬁle
ransfer functionalities make use of the jGlobus and UCC libraries
o stage data using the GridFTP [29] and Unicore transfer protocols.
he Java interface makes it easy to add new transfer protocols in
uture should they become necessary..1.7. RESTful web service
One of the main features of AHE 3.0 is the implementation
f the RESTful Web  services interface, which replaces the WSRFelationship between the different software modules.
interface used in AHE 2.0 and earlier versions. RESTful Web  ser-
vices expose resources addressable via HTTP and operated on using
HTTP operations such as POST and GET. This provides a secure and
straightforward universal end point for AHE to provide services to
users. AHE 3.0 uses the Java Restlet library for its RESTful implemen-
tation [23]. The Restlet library was  chosen to underpin the AHE 3.0
server due to the many features it provides, including the ability
to develop services that run as standalone services or which can
be deployed in a servlet container such as Tomcat (using either the
J2SE or the J2EE version of the library), multiple native data repre-
sentation formats such as XML  and JSON, and scalability as well as
security support.
The AHE REST command structure is grouped into a number of
resources including: User, AppInstance, AppReg (application reg-
istry), Resource, PlatformCredential and Cmd  (general commands).
Each of these resources can be viewed or modiﬁed using the GET,
POST or DELETE HTTP operations when applied to a suitable AHE
resource URI. A typical AHE URI consists of several components; the
domain URI followed by the user identiﬁer and the AHE resource
that will be operated on. The URI is followed by the command and
argument if required.
4.1.8. AHE workﬂow engine
A key component of AHE 3.0 is the workﬂow management
system built on the JBPM framework. JBPM is a lightweight Java
workﬂow engine, with workﬂows described using the Business
Process Modelling Notation (BPMN) 2.0 speciﬁcation which calls
speciﬁc Java classes, scripts or Drool rules to perform arbitrary
functions. This allows new complex workﬂows and scripting func-
tionalities to be introduced quickly to extend AHE. JBPM supports
5 mputational Science 5 (2014) 51–62
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orkﬂow persistence using the Hibernate framework meaning
hat, in the event of a server crash, the workﬂow can be recovered
uickly and seamlessly. There is also a wide range of tools avail-
ble to plug in to the JBPM framework, including workﬂow editors,
hich eases the integration of JBPM with AHE.
By using a workﬂow engine, further functionalities and work-
ows can be introduced into AHE applications. This allows the
xpert user to tailor customized workﬂows to complex tasks, such
s coupled model applications. It also allows additional features or
unctionalities to be added, such as fault tolerance, and to integrate
HE with external services such as SPRUCE [30] in order to submit
rgent computing jobs, and RealityGrid Steering [31] which allows
cientists to interact with running applications.
.2. AHE client
The AHE server maintains all state information about a particu-
ar application instance. This means that client tools need to store
o information about individual application runs, and consequently
ery simple clients containing little conﬁguration data can be cre-
ted. It also means that clients can interoperate, with one client
sed to launch an application and another used to monitor it for
xample.
The simple REST endpoints exposed by AHE 3.0 server mean that
n practice any tool which can perform HTTP POST and GET oper-
tions (such as the UNIX curl command) can be used as clients.
owever, a Java client API has been developed which not only pro-
ides methods to call AHE 3.0 server commands, but also provides
uxiliary functions such as data staging. This API has been used
o produce both graphical and command line clients. It also allows
pplications hosted in AHE to be accessed from high level tools, and
ntegrated with workﬂow engines such as GridSpace and Taverna
see Section 8).
In addition, an AHE web client has been developed to provide
 simple interface for the end user when interacting with the AHE
erver via a web browser. The web client interface has been devel-
ped using the Google Web  Toolkit (GWT) and communicates with
he AHE 3.0 server through its RESTful interface. The web  client
an be deployed on Java servlet compliant servers such as Tomcat
r JBoss AS. The web client also allows the user to administer and
onﬁgure an AHE 3.0 server, providing capabilities to manage users,
ertiﬁcates, applications, target computational resources and the
erver itself. The web client also allows end users to transfer ﬁles,
aunch and monitor AHE jobs through a web browser.
.3. AHE application life cycle
AHE manages the whole life cycle of an application when
nvoking AHE, from input data staging, through job execution, to
utput data staging; during this process the application transitions
hrough a number of different states. This life cycle is shown in
ig. 3.
The process starts when a prepare command is received by
HE. This puts AHE in a waiting mode, allowing the user to set
p additional conﬁguration details required for the application or
orkﬂow submission. Once a start command has been submitted,
HE server proceeds to ﬁrst stage any input data that the user has
ttached to the application instance; once that is completed, it is
hen submitted to the execution platform. Once the application has
een submitted to an external execution platform, AHE goes into
 polling state, checking regularly for the completion of the appli-
ation. When the job has completed, any output data is staged to
he location speciﬁed by the user and the job submission process
omes to an end.
If errors occur during certain stages of the AHE workﬂow pro-
ess, AHE captures the error and allows the user to ﬁx this error andFig. 3. The application life cycle. AHE server manages the transition of an application
instance through a number of states, in order to stage data, execute an application,
and  handle failures.
attempt to execute the same step again. This workﬂow is modelled
and executed using the JBoss jBPM workﬂow library and additional
components can be added to the workﬂow if necessary.
In practice, a user has to go through the following steps in order
to run an application:
(i) AHE runtime initializes all components, populates the inter-
nal data structures and ensures that the data held in the state
database is synchronized with the AHE data structures.
(ii) The user queries the application registry to see what applica-
tions are available.
(iii) The Prepare command is issued which tells AHE Engine to
create a persistent App-Instance Object that keeps track of
the status and state of an executing application, which in turn
initiates the AHE workﬂow process. An App-Instance object
is a representation of a virtualized application initiated by the
user. This allows AHE to keep track of the state and progress
of the virtualized application.
(iv) This App-Instance object is persistent and stored in a local
database using the Hibernate Framework, which allows AHE
server to be database agnostic. In particular:
(a) the App-Instance object is associated with a user/group
and has a unique identiﬁer;
(b) active App-Instance data/objects are held in a registry and
checked by AHE Engine to see which processes can be
operated on each App-Instance, such as when and how
they can be run, when data can be checked or retrieved,
and so on.
(v) Input data ﬁles required by the application are staged to the
target resource. AHE Server records the location and trans-
fer protocol speciﬁed for each individual data ﬁle and passes
that information to the relevant connector module so the job
manager knows how to stage the data and retrieve the results
if necessary.
(vi) The user next issues the submit command.
(vii) AHE workﬂow module then schedules the execution of the
application using JBPM and quartz scheduler [32]. This allows
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complex workﬂows to include asynchronous tasks, as well as
multi-thread/concurrency support.
viii) AHE Engine deals with the security interface requirements
and submits tasks to external execution platforms. AHE polls
the external execution platform (if it is conﬁgured to do so)
and retrieves any output data once the application is com-
pleted. JBPM allows additional features to be added in order
to create more complex workﬂows incorporating AHE plug-in
components. JBPM is persistent so that all events are logged.
If the server crashes, the workﬂow state stored in a database
can be retrieved and reinitialized.
(ix) Once the application has completed, the data is retrieved and
sent to the scratch disc (temporary ﬁle storage) or copied to
an external storage resource speciﬁed by the user, allowing
him/her to access it.
. Securing AHE 3.0 with audited credential delegation
Efforts to address the usability of e-infrastructures are ham-
ered by existing security mechanisms imposed on users. Typically,
hese require a user to obtain one or more digital certiﬁcates
rom a certiﬁcate authority, as well as to maintain and renew
hese certiﬁcates as necessary. The difﬁculty in doing this leads to
idespread certiﬁcate sharing and misuse and a substantial reduc-
ion in the number of potential users [16]. In order to remove this
arrier, we have coupled AHE 3.0 to Audited Credential Delegation
ACD) [28]. ACD is a usable security system that accommodates the
ecurity requirements of both end-users and resource providers,
ffering facilities to authenticate, authorize and audit all transac-
ions.
The main advantage of ACD is that it entirely removes the use
f digital certiﬁcates from end-users’ experience, minimizing the
sability problems caused by such credentials while addressing
esource providers’ concerns regarding securing access to their
hared resources, tracing the users responsible for performing spe-
iﬁc tasks on their resources. ACD enables users to invoke security
redentials they are familiar with such as their institutional user-
ame/password combination (using Shibboleth [33], for example);
ssuming that they are authenticated it issues a digital certiﬁcate
o them when necessary in the background.
ACD can be used to set up multiple virtual organizations (VO) to
anage dynamic groups of users wishing to access e-infrastructure
ased resources, and to provide VO administrators with tighter
ontrol of users’ actions as well as identity management. Existing
olutions such as MyProxy [34], Shibboleth, and SARoNGS [35] on
heir own only provide credential repositories to store short lived
.509 certiﬁcates (MyProxy), web based single sign-on (Shibbo-
eth), and web portals to access grid resources using a combination
f Shibboleth and VOMS [36] (SARoNGS). None provides a holistic
O controlled security solution in the way ACD does.
The design of ACD is based on the concept of wrappers. A wrap-
er is a connector between a component and the outside world. It
nables controlled access to the functionalities of a component. The
CD security wrapper comprises authentication, authorization and
uditing components. Any request by a user to perform an opera-
ion using a service secured by ACD is intercepted by the security
rapper to establish the identity of the requester, to check whether
r not the user is allowed to perform the task, to record the results
f these checks in an audit log, then to perform the task in the dis-
ributed environment and, ﬁnally, to return results to the user. ACD
as been developed in Java and exposes a RESTful interface. This
llows its integration with any tool developed in a programming
anguage that is capable of accessing RESTful services. Prior to its
mplementation, a model of ACD was developed based on formal
otation [37], which is used for building safety critical systems,tional Science 5 (2014) 51–62 57
using the recommendations of the Open Web  Application Secu-
rity consortium for developing secure software [38]. This provides
rigorous validation of ACD’s security features.
The principal features of ACD’s architecture are described below.
• Local authentication service.  The current implementation supports
a username-password database speciﬁcally for non Shibboleth
ACD support. To be authenticated, a user has to provide a user-
name/password pair that matches an entry in the database or use
their local institution credentials via Shibboleth. To avoid known
vulnerabilities involving usernames and passwords we adopted
OWASP best security practices [39] such as storing passwords
in encrypted form, rejecting weak passwords chosen by users,
forcing the password length to be a minimum of eight charac-
ters including special characters, and changing the password on
a regular basis. The Shibboleth support in the latest version of
ACD provides users with more familiar authentication mecha-
nisms. Shibboleth is currently used by many universities in the
UK, EU and beyond to allow students and researchers to access
online publishers’ resources by invoking their local institutional
username/password credentials.
• Authorization component. This component controls all actions
performed in the VO. It uses the Parametrized Role Based Access
Control (PRBAC) model in which permissions are assigned to roles
[40]. The VO policy designer associates each user in the VO with
the role that best describes his/her job function. The policy is
deﬁned at VO set up because it depends on the VO functional-
ities. The tasks (permissions) assigned to roles are drawn from
the VO functionality.
• Credential repository.  This component is responsible for managing
the delegation of identity from the user to ACD via a proxy cer-
tiﬁcate. It stores the certiﬁcates acquired by the VO administrator
(known as robot certiﬁcates) and their corresponding private
keys in order to communicate with the target e-infrastructure.
To allow the members of a VO access to computational resources,
the VO is assigned a digital certiﬁcate, which is used behind the
scenes to authenticate requests issued by the VO at the resource
provider site. The component also maintains a list of issued proxy
certiﬁcates (delegated identities), their corresponding private
keys and the association between users and proxies in order to
trace which proxy was  used by which user.
• Auditing component.  This component records all actions within
the VO, including authorized and unauthorized requests to per-
form tasks within the VO, the username that requested them, the
number of login attempts and login times. This allows the VO
management to identify those ACD users responsible for having
performed any tasks within an e-infrastructure environment.
5.1. Integration with the Application Hosting Environment
When run without ACD, the AHE security model requires each
individual user to have a digital certiﬁcate, which carries with it
the need to go through a lengthy credential acquisition process.
To remove the need for such a certiﬁcate, we have integrated ACD
with AHE. The ﬁrst step of the integration requires understanding
the interaction between AHE and ACD, in other words the func-
tional and administrative tasks that can be performed within the
integrated system. The administrative tasks offered by ACD include
VO creation, certiﬁcate assignment, adding users, resetting user
passwords, creating user roles, assigning tasks to roles, and assign-
ing users to roles. The functional tasks offered by AHE include:
Prepare Job, Submit Job, Monitor Job, download and Terminate Job.
AHE’s functional tasks are the same as the tasks permitted for any
authorized user on a computational resource that uses the Globus
or UNICORE middleware, for example. Therefore, the permissions
assignment to the VO is done by the resource owner ﬁrst, then the
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O administrator re-assigns these permissions to the roles in the
O according to the VO authorization requirements.
In the integrated ACD + AHE environment, the authorization
equirements determined by the VO administrator are expressed
hrough the introduction of two roles: VO Administrator and Sci-
ntist. The former is permitted to perform all the administrative
perations above in addition to terminate, monitor and download
ny job submitted to a resource. The latter is permitted to perform
ll AHE operations in such a way that a person who submitted a
peciﬁed job can only perform AHE functional operations on this
pplication. As a result, two users running applications invoking
ifferent data will not be able to view the results of each other’s
ctivities. In addition, the scientist’s role only permits a user to
hange his/her own password.
The construction of a VO requires that a system administrator
oes through the process of acquiring a digital certiﬁcate. Once
one, the VO administrator creates a VO and assigns the certiﬁcate
o the named VO using the ACD client. It then becomes possible
o add users instantly to the VO and give them genuinely trans-
arent access to e-infrastructure resources. To illustrate how this
ystem works, consider a user named “John Smith” who is a mem-
er of a research group in a UK university and would like to use
K National e-Infrastructure Service (NES) [41] resources to run
cientiﬁc applications using AHE. The user contacts the local VO
dministrator and requests to join a speciﬁc VO. The user can opt
o use their local username and password, if their institution is part
f the Shibboleth Federation, or requests the creation of a dedi-
ated ACD account. The VO administrator assigns the user to the
Scientist” role described above and assigns the user to a VO that
as an access to e-infrastructure resources. The communications
etween the AHE + ACD client and the wrapped AHE server, as well
s between the latter and the grid resources, are protected by the
SL security protocol.
In order to launch an application on a computational resource,
he user invokes a request to perform the “Submit Job” task using
n AHE client with ACD extension. This request is intercepted by
he ACD authentication component that checks if the username and
assword match an entry in the database or can be authenticated
gainst Shibboleth. The result of the authentication is recorded in
he auditing component. The role of the user is picked up from the
uthorization component, in this case “Scientist”. The authorization
hecks whether the “Submit Job” operation is permitted for the
Scientist” role held by the user. The result of the access control
heck is recorded in the audit log, and the operation “Submit Job”
s invoked on AHE server. Once the request is granted, ACD picks the
ertiﬁcate associated with the VO the user wants to use and checks
hether the user is assigned to this VO. If the check is successful
CD generates a proxy certiﬁcate from the VO assigned certiﬁcate,
ploads it to a MyProxy server and records the issued proxies in
he credential repository.
ACD then sends the randomly generated username/password
air needed to access MyProxy to the AHE server to download the
ession proxy. Finally, the AHE server sends the request to the com-
utational resource site along with the proxy. At the target site,
he proxy is validated. Certiﬁcate authentication succeeds, and the
istinguished name on the proxy (VOName) is checked against
he resource’s authorization system to determine the role of the
OName, which is Scientist. Since this role is allowed to submit
n application to resources the task will be invoked. From the e-
nfrastructure’s perspective, it is the VOName that submitted the
ask, not “John Smith”. In order to ﬁnd out who invoked the “submit
ob” task on the resource using a speciﬁc proxy, the resource admin-
strator passes the public key of the proxy to the VO administrator
ho can identify the name of the user.
In this way, requests from within the combined ACD/AHE sys-
em can be audited. It is thus possible to identify legitimate userstional Science 5 (2014) 51–62
and to ensure that only such users are allowed access to resources,
in conformance with the policies enforced by the e-infrastructure
management. In addition, it is possible to detect unauthorized
attempts to access resources from within the VO and to identify
persons responsible for such attempts. This form of accountability
is an essential requirement for resource providers to be prepared
to accept the ACD security model.
6. Deployment of AHE 3.0
AHE can be deployed as a standalone application via the Jetty
Server using an embedded database or, in a more complex envi-
ronment, AHE can be deployed as a Servlet hosted within a Servlet
compliant server such as Apache Tomcat and conﬁgured to use
databases supported by the Hibernate framework.
In the simplest conﬁguration, the standalone mode allows AHE
to be executed as an application which launches the Jetty Server
with the option of invoking an embedded database or any external
database supported by the Hibernate Framework. In this conﬁgu-
ration, the user simply downloads the AHE executable, conﬁgures
the Hibernate conﬁguration ﬁle to set up the database connectivity
and runs the programme.
With server or network constraints, AHE can be hosted inside
a Servlet compliant server such as Apache Tomcat and be conﬁg-
ured to use any databases supported by the Hibernate framework.
A user should then download the AHE servlet version, deploy it on
the Servlet server and conﬁgure the database conﬁguration ﬁle to
ensure AHE runs correctly. Once AHE is running, the system admin-
istrator conﬁgures user management, hosted applications as well
as resources and credentials.
Whichever way the server is deployed, end users can access it
either using a web  browser, via the web client interface, or using the
GUI or command line client tools. The client tools simply require
Java to be available on the client machine; after setting an envi-
ronment variable and running a conﬁguration script these can be
easily run.
7. AHE 3.0: comparison with AHE 2.0
Our efforts to refactor AHE 3 to expose a restful interface, as
well as redesign the AHE server in version 3.0 have not only been
done to enhance user experience, but also to improve performance.
In order to evaluate the beneﬁts of this work, we ran performance
tests comparing the performance of AHE 2.0 against AHE 3.0.
Our experimental set up consisted of a server running both AHE
2.0 and AHE 3.0, with both systems conﬁgured to launch applica-
tions via the QCG-Computing middleware onto a 96 node cluster
within the Centre for Computational Science at UCL. The tests we
performed used a workstation to submit batches of applications to
AHE 2.0 and AHE 3.0 in turn, measuring the time taken to sub-
mit  these batches. The application launched was a simple code
designed to sort a list of words into alphabetical order, but since
we are only interested in the time performance of the AHE server
itself, we  only measured time taken to submit the application rather
than measuring the time the application takes to execute (which
would be affected by the cluster load), and the cluster was dedi-
cated to the experiment while the tests were performed. The tests
themselves were implemented as JUnit tests calling the AHE client
API, while JUnit, executed via the Eclipse development platform,
was used to measure the time taken to perform the tests. Each test
was repeated three times, and the mean time taken for each test
calculated. The results are plotted in Fig. 4, with error bars showing
the standard deviation of each result.
As Fig. 4 shows, AHE 3.0 performs far faster than AHE 2.0, and
the time taken to submit jobs using AHE 2.0 is much more variable,
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the mean time and standard deviation req
eaning that it is less reliable from a user perspective. This is due
o the fact that AHE 3.0 is developed in Java whereas AHE 2.0 was
eveloped with Perl/WSRF::Lite; AHE 3.0 exploits a simple RESTful
nterface, whereas AHE 2.0 uses the far more complicated WSRF
xtension to Web  services, which increases the complexity of both
lient and server. Application submission is also faster in AHE
.0 because the system implements a buffered queuing system
etween the AHE server and the connector modules, which has the
ffect of allowing the submission interface to process more simul-
aneous requests, compared to AHE 2.0. In order for us to better
nvestigate the nature of the performance differences between
HE 2.0 and AHE 3.0, in future work we plan to instrument the
erver code of both AHE versions with timing routines, and then
erform a set of experiments to determine the performance of
ifferent parts of the applications launching process, from data
taging to job submission.
.1. Evaluation of the Application Interaction Model
To validate our hypothesis that the Application Interaction
odel, by simplifying the process of launching applications on high
erformance computing resources, is more usable than the tradi-
ional grid interaction model, we conducted a rigorous usability
tudy. We  have reported this study fully in Zasada et al. [17], and
or a comprehensive account of the study methodology we refer
eaders to that publication.
We compared the AHE command line client with the Globus
ommand line client and the AHE graphical client with the Unicore
raphical client. By all of our measurements, the AHE clients were
udged to be signiﬁcantly more usable than either Globus or Unicore
17].
In addition to the usability tests comparing AHE with common
iddleware tools, we also compared the standard AHE release
ith the new version of AHE, integrated with the security solu-
ion Audited Credential Delegation [37] (discussed in Section 5).
ur usability tests clearly established that AHE with ACD is more
sable than AHE alone.
. AHE 3.0 in action: e-infrastructure based multiscale
imulationLike its predecessors, AHE 3.0 is being actively used by sev-
ral large research projects. AHE provides the principal HPC
ccess tool in the VPH-Share project [42], a currently funded jobs submitted
to submit using AHE 2.0 and AHE 3.0 for batches of 10–200 jobs.
endeavour within the Virtual Physiological Human (VPH) initiative
[43], concerned with patient-speciﬁc biomedical modelling and
simulation. The aim of this project is to develop a set of intelligent
services and supporting network infrastructure that will facilitate
the exposure and sharing of data and knowledge. In particular, it is
developing a multi-scale framework for the composition of new
biomedical workﬂows to promote collaboration within the VPH
community.
As part of this infrastructure, VPH-Share is developing a cloud
platform that will allow users to easily access computational as
well as data resources. AHE and ACD together constitute the HPC
gateway service for VPH-Share, allowing simulations that require
more computational power than the VPH-Share cloud infrastruc-
ture is able to provide to be seamlessly run on HPC resources. AHE
and ACD are deployed based on the Software as a Service (SaaS)
model. AHE is responsible for handling the execution life cycle
of virtualized applications on computational resources, while ACD
bridges the gap between different security infrastructures used by
the execution platform and those remote resources. This allows
simulation workﬂows to be deployed which combine resources
from a cloud provider such as Amazon in order to execute sin-
gle core and small scale parallel simulations, but that can switch
to high performance computing, accessed via AHE, to run parts of
the workﬂow that require more computational power. The ability
of the Taverna workﬂow system used by VPH-Share to call AHE’s
RESTful interface allows applications hosted in AHE to be included
as components in Taverna workﬂows.
The system is being used in production runs by VPH-Share scien-
tists to run the Chaste code [44] to model personalized treatments
of cardiac arrythmias in patients. AHE allows the researchers to
launch Chaste simulations on the HECToR HPC machine in the UK
(part of PRACE), marshal input and output data and manage param-
eter sweeps. It also allows data to be staged in and out of the EUDAT
[45] data storage infrastructure as necessary.
Additionally, the AHE client API has been integrated with the
GridSpace2 workﬂow engine [46] within the MAPPER project, and
as part of the Virtual Imaging Platform (VIP) [47]. The MAPPER
project aims to develop a persistent production infrastructure for
distributed multiscale computing [48], making use of resources
from multiple European e-infrastructures. AHE provides a key
interoperability layer allowing higher level MAPPER services and
interface tools to seamlessly access and connect these distinct
resources.
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MAPPER applications couple codes operating at different tem-
oral and spatial resolutions together. An illustration of such an
pplication is given in Fig. 5, which shows an application from the
aterials science domain [49]. This application invokes parameters
enerated at the quantum level (using Car–Parrinello molecular
ynamics (CPMD)) to build an atomistic simulation of a material
sing the Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simula-
or (LAMMPS)), and then uses parameters generated at this level
o perform a coarse grained molecular simulation (again using
AMMPS).
Each of the MAPPER applications requires access to suitable
esources to run, often concurrently or in a particular sequence.
HE’s ability to couple with advanced reservation tools such as
CG Computing means that MAPPER applications can be sched-
led to run in advance (co-)reservations on HPC resources. This is
f course dependent on the machines providing advanced reserva-
ion capabilities; it is essential for resource providers to implement
uch policies in order for these kinds of applications to be run.
The VIP project targets multi-modality, multi-organ and
ynamic medical image simulation, integrating proven simulation
oftware to simulate four main imaging modalities. This project
uilds on the Virtual Imaging Platform, a French ANR (National
gency for Research) project aiming at building a multi-modality
imulation platform for the main medical imaging modalities,
amely Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), Ultrasound imaging
US), Positron Emission Tomography (PET) and Computed Tomo-
raphy (CT).
Typically the simulations considered by VIP have been executed
n an “embarrassingly parallel” fashion on cluster machines and are
anaged via the VIP platform. The platform can perform complex
imulations, such as whole-body CT scans, in a reasonable time
hanks to its connection to EGI, which provides access to a dis-
ributed set of clusters. However, some imaging simulation codes
an be parallelized and thus beneﬁt substantially from access to
igh performance computing resources. By integrating calls to AHE,
ia the AHE client API, with the VIP portal and workﬂow engine, this
equirement has been satisﬁed. AHE provides a bridge between EGI
nd the HPC facilities provided by PRACE, so that simulations which
equire greater power than EGI can provide can instead be run on
he PRACE platform.
Common to all of these projects is the need to use AHE’s
apabilities as an interoperability layer to bridge across disparatees an interoperability layer to launch codes across a range of platforms.
e-infrastructures, meaning that AHE provides a single interface to
a variety of resources, from PRACE, through EGI to local campus
based clusters. AHE’s ability to connect to a wide range of different
backend middleware tools makes it an ideal candidate to feder-
ate resource access from the user’s perspective. Integration with
ACD means that appropriate security credentials are presented to
the target infrastructure by AHE when a user needs to execute a
simulation, making the use of multiple e-infrastructure platforms
transparent to the user.
9. Conclusions and future work
Since its initial release, AHE has been taken up by various user
communities, where its usability features have proved extremely
important. AHE has been employed to host computational codes
from different scientiﬁc domains, including widely used codes such
as NAMD, CHARMM, LAMMPS, VASP, LB3D and DL POLY. A key
strength of AHE is its ﬂexibility. Since all of its complexity resides
on the server side, and all of AHE’s functionality is exposed as REST-
ful Web  services, AHE can be used as a building block for systems
of much greater complexity.
As our performance tests have shown, the redesign of AHE
3.0 has greatly improved performance over older AHE versions.
Our usability results have also conﬁrmed the beneﬁt of the Appli-
cation Interaction Model in that user interaction is reduced to
the most essential components: namely a user interacting with
his/her application. Users do not need to worry about the details
of particular batch queuing systems, or how to stage data back
from particular HPC resources; the speciﬁcs of how to launch an
application are encapsulated within the Application Interaction
Model. The approach virtualizes the HPC resources from a user’s
point of view. Indeed AHE virtualizes the entirety of a grid’s HPC
resources, and federates resources stemming from multiple differ-
ent e-infrastructures.
AHE 3.0 provides a number of capabilities including a workﬂow
engine that allows complex simulations to be created, including
coupled simulations where data is automatically transferred from
one application to another. ACD provides a security suite that
includes support for Shibboleth authentication, as well as user
auditing. ACD supports virtual organization management and is
able to provide access to grid proxy credentials through RESTful
web services.
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This combination of usability and performance embedded into
 feature-rich platform have led AHE and ACD to become an impor-
ant cornerstone of many research projects, from materials science
hrough computational physics and chemistry to life and medical
ciences. These projects have in common a need for a computational
latform to provide access to high performance computational
esources and links to cloud computing infrastructures. ACD and
HE allow e-infrastructure to be accessed in a similar manner as
n IaaS cloud resource. This is achieved by virtualizing applications
sing an SaaS model, exposing their functionality as simple RESTful
eb services, and by abstracting the security mechanism of the
-infrastructure middleware through ACD. Although they may  be
nd often are deployed in combination as part of a project speciﬁc
-infrastructure, AHE and ACD are also standalone tools, and can
e deployed within any similar e-infrastructure that requires
ransparent access to high end computing resources.
AHE 3.0 and ACD have been released under the LGPL licence and
an be downloaded from: https://sourceforge.net/projects/ahe3/.
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